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1 READING COMPREHENSION

Read texts 1.1a–1.1e and then answer questions 1–25. Choose the 
best alternative for each item and mark your answers on the optical 
answer sheet in pencil.

Let Them Eat Truffles 

For cognoscenti, the height of Italian taste these days is not Prada 
or Maserati, but a food market called Eataly. Fruit and vegetables 
are piled artfully in barrows and crates. Cornucopias of pastas and 
pestos and peperoncini lie on shelves. Groups of little tables tempt 
shoppers to stop and sample the salamis or some of the eye-wateringly 
expensive truffles for which its founder’s home town of Alba, in 
Piedmont, is famous.
 Oscar Farinetti set up the first Eataly in 2007, in an old warehouse 
in the Ligotto district of Turin. His 21st is due to open on December 2nd 
in Chicago. When Eataly came to Manhattan in 2010, the media were 
still reporting queues around the block two weeks later. Perhaps one of 
Mr Farinetti’s American colleagues and business co-owners – Mario 
Batali, a well-known New York chef – had something to do with that. 
But in Tokyo too, after a slow start, people have taken Eataly to their 
hearts and wallets.
 Mr Farinetti is a serial entrepreneur who had the good sense to sell 
his previous electrical-retailing business before the bottom fell out of 
it, and switch to a more promising sector. But he is also a fully paid-
up member of the Slow Food movement founded by Carlo Petrini, his 
friend and fellow Piedmontese. Under Mr Petrini’s guidance Eataly 
stocks the produce of several small firms, such as Gragnano durum-
wheat pasta and olive oil from western Liguria. Information cards tell 
shoppers who produced what and how. The idea, says Mr Farinetti, is 
not just selling food but “increasing the percentage of people who eat 
with awareness, choosing high-quality products and paying special 
attention to the source and processing of raw materials.”
 It works. Turnover this year is likely to be up by 30% from 2012, 
thanks to the opening of new shops. More are planned by 2017, 
across America and in London and Paris. Sales have risen in existing 
stores, too, by 4%-plus in Italy, 5% in New York and 10% in Japan. 
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Furthermore, overall earnings are also expected to keep increasing 
significantly over the coming years.
 Eataly provides its customers with gorgeous surroundings – less 
combative than Harrods in London, less oppressively wholesome than 
at Whole Foods Markets, an American chain – in which they might 
imagine Gianmaria and Francesca tenderly weeding the tomato plants 
or treading the grapes. 

The Economist, November 30, 2013

Nightstand: A Book Review

Despite its somewhat esoteric nature, physics has produced a number 
of rock stars – luminaries in the field who are known by each and 
every one, even if most people couldn’t explain why exactly they 
are famous. One sure sign that someone has made it is to have his 
or her life story told in comic book form. This is not just an ego 
trip. For the lay reader, this format can help bridge the gap between 
recognizing a researcher’s name and gaining a basic understanding 
of the science behind it; for the scientist’s fans, it can provide a fun 
biographical romp. Stephen Hawking has made numerous television 
appearances, even delivering self-deprecating, anything but arrogant 
and bold comments on sitcoms, but now his legacy has been ensured 
with a comic of his own, Stephen Hawking: Riddles of Time and 
Space, written by Michael Lent and Brian McCarthy with art by 
Zach Bassett. This 24-page volume couldn’t possibly delve into all the 
intricacies of Hawking’s findings, but it skims the surface effectively, 
often using striking metaphorical imagery to hint at the bigger story. It 
also cleverly captures Hawking’s humor. As readers watch Hawking’s 
transition from a healthy and cocky student, too smart to really apply 
himself, to the iconic disabled figure who gained drive and focus from 
the limits imposed by illness, the comic is able to put a human face on 
a great mind while highlighting what it is about Hawking’s theories 
that made them so revolutionary. 

American Scientist, Volume 101, 2013
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Exhibition: From the Mauritshuis to the Frick Collection

The Frick Collection [an art museum in New York City] loves to home 
in on a distant museum and bring its treasures over to be enjoyed by 
busy New Yorkers. Its next target is the Mauritshuis in The Hague, a 
state-owned museum which has some of the best pictures from the 
Dutch golden age. Don’t expect a blockbuster: with only 15 works on 
display, this is a peek into history.
 The Dutch and Flemish masters painted with great technical 
refinement and rare sophistication. “Simeon’s Song of Praise”, 1631, 
by Rembrandt, is a supreme case in point, with a compositional clarity 
and sense of balance and order that is typical of the time. Simeon, 
Jesus, Mary and Joseph are bathed in a pool of light, luminous against 
the still, shadowy background. There is an unearthly silence.
 Dutch art tends to be calm, atmospheric, accurate, never showy. 
“Woman Writing a Letter”, c. 1655, by Gerard ter Borch reveals 
another private moment. A young woman with well-kept hair and 
milky skin sits at her desk, fully immersed. The light is carefully 
controlled and the pinkish tones are soft; ter Borch was a master 
colourist. The painting is small but it draws you in. It would be wrong 
not to mention the world-famous “Girl with a Pearl Earring”, c. 1665, 
by Vermeer, the only work to be given its own space here. But special 
treatment can be a slippery slope and there are other paintings capable 
of pinching the girl’s limelight. 

The Economist, Intelligent Life, Sept/Oct 2013

Entrepreneurs: Visual Philosophy

Visual Philosophy was founded by designers Grant and Liz Lyons, 
who run their own design agency near Oxford. After facing eye-
watering tuition fees, they decided to set up a shop to offset the costs 
of sending their offspring to university. What has developed is an 
emporium of colorful prints which are in the manner of works by mid-
20th-century modernists such as Eames, Jacobsen and Catherine Holm. 
The design agency now features a huge range of prints and posters. 
Although Visual Philosophy was founded just a little over a year ago, 
it has already more than exceeded all expectations. With their oldest 
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son now preparing to go to university, the shop has guaranteed the 
financial backing they were looking for. 

The Simple Things, Issue 15, 2013

Satellite propulsion

When is a cancer cure not a cancer cure? When it’s a satellite propulsion 
system. As riddles go, perhaps not that amusing. But as an example of 
the way scientific serendipity works, it is most enlightening, as what 
follows will demonstrate.
 Lyon King, of Michigan Technological University, works on nano-
satellites. These are spacecraft, little larger than a smart phone, that 
can fly cheaply into orbit by piggybacking on the rockets carrying 
bigger payloads. The power of modern electronics means that such 
tiny gadgets can be equipped with lots of useful kit, including GPS 
trackers, cameras and radios. But their dependence on other people’s 
goodwill for their launch means that their orbits are not completely 
under their owners’ control, which restricts their usefulness. On 
top of this, atmospheric drag often brings them back to Earth in an 
untimely fashion. Dr King therefore wants to fit them with their own 
rocket motors. That would give them directional autonomy, and would 
also let them boost their orbits every so often to escape atmospheric 
clutches.
 He is not alone in this. Several research groups have built miniature 
rockets that use electric fields to pull ions (atoms with a surfeit or 
shortage of electrons, and therefore an electric charge) out of a fluid 
and fling them away. This produces thrust in the same way as the 
exhaust of a chemical rocket does, by invoking Newton’s third law of 
motion, that to every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. 
But such rockets are finicky because the fuel must first be persuaded 
to travel up a small needle, from whose tip the ions are then sprayed 
off into space. A collection of such needles form a thruster. Making 
them is hard. Every member of a cluster must be the same size. And 
the needles tend to be fragile. A bump or an unwanted bit of electrical 
arcing can destroy them and thus create malfunctions in mobility.
 Dr King’s idea was to dispense with solid needles and instead 
to grow liquid ones out of the fuel itself. To do this he proposed 
employing something called a ferrofluid, which responds to magnetic 
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fields. Place a magnet beneath such a fluid and it transforms into a 
semblance of an oily hedgehog, with dozens of spikes sticking out of 
its surface. 
 That is a promising start. But to make a motor out of this 
arrangement you have to use a ferrofluid that also contains enough 
ions to work as rocket fuel. Dr. King tried various mixtures, but none 
was satisfactory. Then he heard about a team at the University of 
Sidney in Australia, led by Brian Hawkett, which was working on 
a different problem in ferrofluidics in collaboration with Sirtex, an 
American biotechnology firm.
 Dr Hawkett and his collaborators had developed exactly the kind 
of liquid Dr King needed – one that was both ionic and reactive 
to magnetic fields. They had done so, however, in the hope not of 
manoeuvring satellites but of treating liver cancer. Their idea was 
(and still is) to inject the fluid into a tumor, heat it up with a magnetic 
field and cook the tumor from within. So when Dr King got in touch 
to ask them about using their invention as rocket fuel they were 
understandably bemused.
 That bemusement, though, has turned into collaboration, and with 
the help of Dr Hawkett’s ionic ferrofluid, Dr King’s team have built a 
prototype thruster that works, and seems more or less immune to the 
sort of accidents that might fry a more conventional sort of micro-
rocket. Obviously, it is still too early to say whether the innovation will 
still work when it is in space. But if it does, then it will be one-up for 
scientific serendipity, and a reminder to researchers everywhere that, 
though specialization has its advantages, a willingness to look outside 
one’s immediate field can sometimes pay dividends too. 

The Economist, September 21, 2013

Suomenkieliset koulut:
Lue seuraavat tekstit ja vastaa niiden pohjalta lyhyesti suomeksi 
kysymyksiin a–e. Kirjoita vastauksesi selvällä käsialalla kielikokeen 
vastauslomakkeen A-puolelle.

Svenska skolor:
Läs följande texter och svara sedan kort på svenska på frågorna a–e. 
Skriv svaren med tydlig handstil på sida A av svarsblanketten för 
språkproven.
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A written constitution for Scotland
Scotland should have a written constitution which reflects the values 
of the people of Scotland. The preparation of a written constitution 
should commence after independence under the auspices of the inde-
pendent Scottish Parliament. It should be for the newly independent 
Parliament to devise the process and timetable for the drafting of the 
constitution. The Government’s view is that the process of shaping the 
new constitution should be participative and command the support of 
the whole of Scotland’s population. When the process of determining 
the constitution gets underway, the Scottish Government will be just 
one of many voices. However, the Scottish Government will propose 
provisions that encapsulate the collective expression of values that we 
hold dear in Scotland.

Scotland’s Future: from the Referendum to Independence and a Written Constitution. 
The Scottish Government, scotland.gov.uk

a) Ketkä osallistuisivat perustuslain kirjoittamiseen, ja mikä rooli  
 Skotlannin hallituksella on prosessissa?
 Vem skulle delta i skrivandet av grundlagen, och vilken roll har  
 Skottlands regering i processen?

Sir Chris scales down in retirement
Six-time Olympic cycling champion Sir Chris Hoy says that his most 
famous asset – his tree-trunk thighs – have started to shrink since he’s 
been spending less time on his bike following his retirement from 
the sport two months ago. “I have noticed something of a difference. 
I can get my jeans on a little bit easier now. That’s one good thing I 
suppose!” laughs the 37-year-old. Although he’s spending less time 
in the saddle, he remains as busy as ever promoting his own range of 
cycles and furthering his career as a motivational speaker. He wants to 
inspire people to lead more healthy lives. Sir Chris has also swapped 
two wheels for four to take up motor racing as a hobby, meaning any 
anticipated free time has so far failed to materialise. “I’ve barely had 
a day off since I announced my retirement,” he says.

 Daily Express, 10 June 2013

b) Miten Hoy työllistää itsensä urheilu-uran loputtua? (2 asiaa)
 Hur sysselsätter Hoy sig själv efter att idrottskarriären är slut?  
 (2 saker)
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Bid to give refugees job access
Asylum seekers will be given the right to work if they have been 
waiting more than six months for a decision in their case, Lib Dem 
peer Lord Roberts of Llandudno has proposed. He said yesterday the 
ban on asylum seekers taking a job forces them to rely on hand-outs. 
He said: “At the close of 2012, there were more than 4,400 waiting 
over six months for decisions. Under the old system they would be 
excluded, inactive, and benefit-reliant instead of contributing to the 
British economy.” Lord Roberts will introduce a Bill to change the 
1971 Immigration Act in the House of Lords today. He said the move 
would save taxpayers money and afford applicants the dignity of 
earning a living and cut their dependency. He added: “Government 
can’t have it both ways. We must either allow the right to work or we 
must reform the pitiful support system.”

 Daily Express, 10 June 2013

c) Mitä etuja olisi Lordi Robertsin ehdottamasta muutoksesta? 
 (2 asiaa)
 Vilka fördelar skulle den av Lord Roberts föreslagna    
 förändringen ha? (2 saker)

The abuse of student visas
The Home Secretary, Theresa May, has launched a clamp down 
on alleged abuses of student visas after an investigation found the 
system was providing a “free for all” for illegal entry to the UK. She 
suspended English language tests set by a major exam board in the 
UK and temporarily withdrew the rights to proficiency testing from 
a series of colleges amid evidence of a thriving market in fraudulent 
visas. The move came after an undercover investigation by BBC One’s 
Panorama revealed a network of agents was helping overseas students 
pass English language exams, obtain false documents and doctor their 
academic records.

 telegraph.co.uk, accessed 9 June 2013

d) Mihin toimiin sisäministeri on ryhtynyt väärinkäytösten   
 estämiseksi? (2 asiaa)
 Vilka åtgärder har inrikesministern vidtagit för att förhindra   
 missbruk? (2 saker)

(continued on page 12)
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Let Them Eat Truffles

 1. What’s “Eataly” all about?
  A Italian cooking utensil trends
  B Italian food for the discerning
  C Italian table etiquette popularisation

 2. How does Mr Farinetti seem to manage his business?
  A Through a network of state-funded entrepreneurs
  B By consulting retail experts when applicable
  C With help from his business partners

 3. According to this text, what characterizes Mr Farinetti’s career?
  A He has swapped areas of specialization
  B He chose this line of business already as a young man
  C He has managed to make a high number of profitable  
   career moves

 4. What does the “slow food movement” mainly concentrate on?
  A Changing how individuals feel about dieting
  B Affecting attitudes towards the origins of ingredients
  C Influencing people as to how often they opt for eating out

 5. What is said about the future of the company?
  A Business will pick up slightly
  B Business will continue as before
  C Business will bloom  

 6. Which one of the following best sums up the text?
  A Mr Farinetti anticipates the future and expands into   
   tableware
  B Mr Farinetti sells his customers a seductive image of   
   Italy itself
  C Mr Farinetti pampers his customers with processed food

8
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Nightstand: A Book Review

 7. What is said to be typical of the most famous physicists?
  A They are household names
  B They become infamous
  C They tend to be egoistic

 8. Why is the comic format primarily preferred for these types of  
 scientific topics?
  A To entertain the readership optimally
  B To honor natural sciences in particular
  C To make the contents easily accessible

 9. How is Dr Hawking’s behavior on TV described?
  A He appears matter-of-fact
  B He comes across as modest
  C He is easily irritable

10. What is said of Dr Hawking’s personal development over time?
  A He became a hermit
  B He developed narcissistic tendencies
  C He overcame physical difficulties

11. Opt for an alternative heading for the book reviewed:
  A Life of a Science Celebrity
  B Physics in Traditional Riddles
  C Space Comics Illustrated

Exhibition: From the Mauritshuis to the Frick Collection

12. What is said about the works featured in this exhibition of the  
 Frick Collection?
  A They are from an American collection
  B They are part of a private collection
  C They are on loan from a national collection

13. What is typical of 17th-century Dutch art?
  A Quiet serenity
  B Vivid landscapes
  C Striking hues of colour

9
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14. How is the special hanging of one of Vermeer’s works contested  
 in the text?
  A The painting should have been placed in another space in  
   the museum
  B All the paintings on display deserve to be optimally   
   repositioned
  C Some contenders may surpass the painting in quality

15. What summarizes the overall message of this text?
  A The treats from The Hague are well worth viewing
  B Treating paintings equally is always a key to success
  C The treats on display deceive New Yorkers in their themes

Entrepreneurs: Visual Philosophy

16. What characterizes the art work they sell?
  A They are cheap
  B They copy earlier works
  C They appear very exclusive

17. What does the text say about the owners reaching their objective?
  A They’ve taken their time
  B They are still working on it
  C They made it in a relatively short time

Satellite propulsion

18. Why does this text start with a riddle?
  A To meet the demands of scientific precision
  B To introduce the writer’s main idea
  C To pass the author off as an intellectual

19. What are nanosatellites?
  A Versatile all-terrain ground devices
  B Completely autonomous aerial vehicles
  C Affordable miniature vessels
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20. Why does Dr King mainly do this research on nanosatellites?
  A To extend their usability
  B To make them inexpensive
  C To derail their development

21. Why did an “oily hedgehog” shape seem optimal for Dr King’s  
 work?
  A It appeared to avoid the third law of motion
  B It allowed escape from magnetic fields
  C It enabled the miniature rocket’s movement

22. How is the type of ferrofluid invented by Dr Hawkett’s team  
 important for Dr King’s project?
  A It has already been applied in a number of clinical trials
  B It may provide the key to successful performance
  C It can hamper the project’s funding prospects

23. What is said about the future of Dr King’s project?
  A Fundraising is likely to be discontinued
  B The results meet all the expectations
  C The outcome remains yet to be seen

24. On the basis of this text, what is meant by “scientific   
 serendipity”?
  A That cross-disciplinary research may result in tangible  
   outcomes
  B That it may be profitable to seriously compete across   
   disciplinary boundaries
  C That one may know what type of cross-disciplinary aid is  
   unnecessary

25. On the basis of this text, choose an alternative title for the text:
  A It’s not rocket science: Well, it wasn’t to start with, but it  
   sure is now.
  B It’s not rocket science: And even if it is, it doesn’t matter  
   that much.
  C It’s not rocket science: But whatever it may be, time will  
   never tell.
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MOOCs are over
The problems endemic to MOOCs, Massive Open Online Courses, are 
well known: the high dropout rate, the variable quality of the offerings, 
evaluation methods that make educators roll their eyes, stale lectures, 
and tests that make you remember why high school was such a bad 
idea. Always one step ahead of the curve, the godfather of the massive 
open online course, Sebastian Thrun (who notoriously proclaimed 
that in 50 years, there might be only 10 universities left in the world) 
has thrown in the towel. He’s announced that, following a disastrous 
trial run at San Jose State University and plagued by ridiculously low 
completion rates, his start-up, Udacity, would henceforth focus on 
vocational training.

chronicle.com, accessed 11 June 2013   

e) Mikä on saanut Sebastian Thrunin muuttamaan kantaansa   
 avoimiin verkkokursseihin? (2 asiaa)
 Vad har fått Sebastian Thrun att ändra sin åsikt om öppna   
 nätkurser? (2 saker)
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Lord Kitchener 

A storm off the Orkneys in 1916 kills a 

national hero. Lord Kitchener, Secretary 

of State for War, is on his way to Russia 

– a diplomatic mission to raise support 

for the war effort. Aboard the armoured 

cruiser HMS Hampshire, he leaves 

the naval base at Scapa Flow bound 

__26__ the Russian port of Archangel. 

Mountainous seas and a Force Nine 

north-easter, however, __27__ that 

the ship heads north in the lee of the 

Orkneys for shelter. This channel has not 

been cleared by minesweepers, though 

merchant shipping has been using it for a 

month. No sooner __28__, however, than 

the wind shifts to the north-west. The 

waves are so high that the two escorting 

destroyers cannot keep __29__, and turn 

back. The Hampshire strikes a mine 

within sight of the Brough of Birsay and 

sinks in minutes: 643 are lost – including  

__30__ twelve of the crew.

historylearningsite.co.uk, 15 August 2013 (adapted)

26. A for
 B up in
 C up with
 D to

27. A compel
 B confront
 C intend
 D mean

28. A left them
 B they left
 C they have left
 D have they left

29. A at
 B in
 C off
 D up

30. A all but
 B all in
 C all out
 D all over 

2 GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

Read the texts carefully and for each item choose the alternative that 
best fits the context. Mark your answers (26–50) on the optical answer 
sheet in pencil.
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USA Religion and Social Dynamics

At a steadily growing rate, more and more 

Americans say they belong to no religion. 

The figure has climbed from 15% to 20% 

of all Americans in the past five years. 

Researchers call the trend “nones on the 

rise.”

 __31__, Protestants and Roman 

Catholics are proving that the Bible had 

it right when it said there is nothing new 

under the sun. In a classic attempt to 

turn __32__, Christian leaders who once 

assumed a cultural dominance are now 

arguing for a different strategy. __33__ 

the Gospel message to make it more 

marketable to an American skeptical of 

institutions, what draws the real energy 

among __34__ is a renewed commitment 

to basic Christian values. 

 At the center of this controversy stands 

George Weigel, a Roman Catholic writer, 

who has published a handbook for Roman 

Catholics __35__ to keep the church out 

of the margins. Evangelical Protestants, 

__36__, are accustomed to looking 

outward: a key element of their identity 

is their sense of obligation to share their 

faith. Yet __37__ the general hostility 

toward joining particular religious 

31. A In doing so 
 B In reaction
 C Promptly
 D Successively

32. A adversity to  
  advantage
 B advertising to  
  success
 C competition to  
  equality
 D understanding to  
  wisdom

33. A Due to an  
  understanding of
 B Despite finding
 C Rather than  
  softening
 D Because of  
  rejecting

34. A faith
 B the faith
 C faithful
 D the faithful

35. A seek
 B seeks
 C seeking
 D sought

36. A for their part
 B in their part
 C on their part
 D round their part

37. A give 
 B gave
 C given
 D giving
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communities – including __38__ – they 

feel a new urgency about their mission.

 __39__ there is no doubt the idea of 

newly aggressive preaching is driving 

much of the discussion in traditional 

religious institutions, __40__ the America 

of the early 21st century will respond is 

another question. 
Time, 25 March 2013 (adapted)

Saving With Solar Power

How quickly things change. Back in 1999 

when my wife LaVonne and I moved off 

grid, photovoltaic (PV) panels were all 

in the 60- to 120-watt range, and the 

very best price we could find on even 

the largest panels was 5 dollars per watt. 

And __41__ to plug our solar array’s 

output into the local power grid, we 

probably __42__ have been slapped with 

a seriously heavy fine.

 __43__ PV panels exceeding 250 

watts can be found for under 1 dollar 

per watt, and most utilities are more than 

anxious to buy the extra power flowing 

from a home’s solar array __44__ to 

bolster their renewable-energy portfolios. 

Add to that a thirty percent federal tax 

credit that covers the entire installation, 

plus rebates and other local incentives, 

and suddenly going solar is quite __45__.

The New Pioneer, New York, 2013

38. A they
 B them
 C their
 D theirs

39. A Because
 B While
 C Hence
 D If

40. A whether
 B when
 C where
 D while

41. A we had tried
 B we did try
 C had we tried
 D have we tried

42. A will
 B would
 C shall
 D should

43. A Better than nothing.
 B Sorry to say.
 C Life is different.
 D Today is better. 

44. A as a means
 B by all means 
 C by any means
 D within one’s means

45. A afford
 B affordable
 C affordability
 D affords
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Nursery Starter Kits

In his “Summer of Public Service Letter” 
in the fall of 1800, Thomas Jefferson 
said, “The greatest service which can be 
__46__ any country is to add a useful 
plant to its culture, especially a bread 
grain.” But Robert Wallace of Realtree 
Nursery believes the number one plant to 
__47__ in a food plot is the chestnut tree. 
__48__ a variety of other fruit and nut-
bearing trees, chestnut trees help form a 
plot that is easy __49__ to plant __49__ 
maintain. Robert’s Realtree Nursery has 
__50__ what you food-planters need to 
get started.

The New Pioneer, New York, 2013

46. A placed
 B provided
 C rendered
 D spread

47. A insist
 B import
 C incorporate
 D improve

48. A Along about
 B Along by
 C Along of
 D Along with

49. A other … other
 B and … and
 C either … or
 D both … and

50. A alike
 B just
 C so
 D thus
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2.2 Fill in the blanks using suggestions when given. Write your answers 
in the given order on side B of the answer sheet. Write each answer 
on a separate line. Please write clearly.

 1. suurimman osan vuotta /
  / största delen av året
 
 2. tuhansittain/tusentals

 3. know

 4. ainakin/åtminstone

Birdwatching

The little village of Egleton in Rutland 
is a calm and tranquil place __1__. But 
for the three hectic days every August, 
birders arrive __2__ for the annual 
British Birdwatching Fair. The ‘Birdfair’, 
as it __3__, occupies the middle ground 
between the Chelsea Flower Show and 
the Glastonbury Music Festival – __4__ 
in terms of the age, social class and 



background of its participants. And 
while it may not __5__ boast the cachet 
of __6__, or the coolness of the latter, it 
is still the unmissable event for birders; 
not just from Britain, but from all over 
the world.
 A whistle-stop tour of the Birdfair 
reveals much about the nature of 
birdwatching at the beginning of the 
twenty-first century. People come here to 
meet old friends and make new __7__, 
attend lectures and __8__ foreign birding 
tours, simply to sit outside the beer tent 
and soak up the sunshine. __9__, if they 
get tired of the crowds, they can even 
wander around the nearby nature reserve 
to watch the birds.
 Visit the Birdfair, and you will see the 
unmistakable __10__ figure of Marek 
Borkowski from Polish Wildlife Tours, 
one of the great pioneers of conservation 
and birding in Eastern Europe. Over 
the next three days Marek and his wife 
Hania will __11__ several hundred 
people, many of whom __12__ to visit 
their picturesque wooden house in the 
Biebrza Marshes, where they can watch 
White-backed Woodpeckers and nesting 
Hoopoes while __13__ even more Polish 
hospitability.
 Today birding is one of the world’s 
most popular pastimes, as the many 
visitors to the British Birdwatching 

 5. voida/kunna
 6.

 7. pronomini/ 
 pronomen

 8. ilmoittautua / 
 anmäla sig

 9. Aika ajoin / Tidvis

10. partainen/skäggiga

11. kätellä / skaka hand
12. persuade

13. enjoy
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3 PRODUCTION

Write a composition of between 150 and 250 words on one of 
the following topics. Please write clearly on the notebook paper 
(konseptipaperi/konceptpapper) provided. Follow the guidance. Count 
the number of words in your essay and write it at the end.

1. Bond Films in the UK has launched a competition for all lovers 
of thrillers to write a storyline for a new film. The best story will 
be awarded and the winner will be invited to visit the studios 
and meet the cast. Write the beginning of the story to enter the 
competition.

2. A letter to the President 
 Write a letter to the President of the country of your choice. In your 

letter you can offer thoughts on current issues, expressing your 
support or criticism. Remain polite and businesslike regardless of 
your message.

3. You are participating in an international summer course on 
science, and everyone is required to give a speech on a scientific 
topic they are passionate about. Write your speech. Invent your 
own title for the speech.

4. Does the end justify the means?
 Extreme actions of environmental groups have become more and 

more common. Is direct resistance to environmental destruction 
acceptable? Write a posting to a blog The Green Agenda. Give 
your opinion and support it with facts.

14.

15.

Fair bear witness. It is pursued __14__ 
millions of people, of different ages, 
cultures and social backgrounds, in 
every country on earth. And it brings 
an incalculable degree of pleasure and 
satisfaction to __15__ who do it.

 Stephen Moss, A Bird in the Bush, London, 2005



KOKEEN PISTEITYS  /  POÄNGSÄTTNINGEN AV PROVET

__________________________________________________________

Tehtävä Osioiden  Pisteitys Paino- Enint.  Arvostelu-
  määrä  kerroin*  lomakkeen
      sarake
__________________________________________________________

Uppgift Antal del- Poäng- Koefficient* Max.  Kolumn på
  uppgifter  sättning   bedömnings-
      blanketten
__________________________________________________________

1.1a–e  25  x  1/0 p. |  x 2 50 p. 1

1.2   5  x  2–0 p. |  x 2 20 p. 2

2.1    25  x  1/0 p. |  x 1 25 p. 3

2.2    15  x  1–0 p. |  x 1 15 p. 4

3        99 p. 7
             _________ ______    

            
           Yht./Tot. 209 p.

* Painotus tapahtuu lautakunnassa. 
  Viktningen görs av nämnden.


